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First Contact on SBS gets Australia 
talking 

 
Last night the SBS ONE broadcast of the first episode of dramatic three-part 
documentary series First Contact hosted by Ray Martin attracted a combined Metro 
and Regional audience of 612,000 (433,000 metro, 179,000 regional) reaching a 
peak audience of 774,000 and a metro FTA share of 10.3%. 
 
Broadcast simultaneously on SBS ONE and NITV, with a delayed 9:30pm broadcast 
on SBS 2 First Contact reached 996,000 Australians based on 5 consecutive minutes 
of viewing (Metro + Regional).  
 
The First Contact broadcast on NITV attracted a combined Metro + Regional 
audience of 39,000 (26,000 metro, 13,000 regional). On SBS 2 at 9:30pm the 
program recorded a combined Metro and Regional audience of 56,000 (40,000 
metro, 15,000 regional).  
 
The Awaken: First Response program hosted by Stan Grant at 9:30pm continued the 
conversation following the NITV broadcast and was the highest rating program ever 
for NITV with a combined Metro + Regional audience of 131,000 (Metro audience of 
97,000 and 34,000 Regional viewers) and a metro FTA share of 3.0%. 
 
SBS Director of Television, Tony Iffland said:  
 
“SBS and our production partner Blackfella Films are incredibly proud of this 
landmark series that shines a light on the divide between Indigenous and non-
Indigenous people in Australia. First Contact goes to the heart of our charter and is 
an example of SBS’s ability to deliver bold event television that provokes debate. 
 
“It’s fantastic that so many Australian viewers tuned in to witness this important 
national story which has and will continue over the next few nights to contribute 
meaningfully to the conversation about what it means to be Australian today. 
 
“First Contact was a true network event, bringing our three channels and their 
distinctive audiences together, to successfully deliver this series to as many diverse 
Australians as possible and encourage them to join in to this national discussion and 
debate.” 
 
The hash tag #FirstContactSBS trended worldwide and number one on twitter in 
Australia. 
 



 

 

First Contact continues tonight on SBS ONE and NITV at 8:30pm, and will be 
replayed on SBS 2 at 9:30pm, as the participant’s emotions are pushed to the limit 
and for one the journey becomes all too much to take. The NITV broadcast will be 
followed by an Awaken special on Indigenous personality Ernie Dingo. 
 

Source: OzTAM and RegTAM.  5 City Metro and Aggregated Regional Markets.  SBS ONE, SBS 2 and NITV.  Tue 

18.11.14. First Contact. Total Individuals. Average audience, FTA share,  Peak Audience and Cume Reach (5 Cons 

Mins). Overnight (Live + As Live).   

 

 
First Contact Outreach Schools Program 
 
Secondary students Australia wide have the opportunity to join in on this 

extraordinary journey by taking the discussion from screen and into the classroom 

with a rich learning offer.  

First Contact learning resources provide schools with a range of interactive content 

including a step-by-step framework for positive discussion, engaging curriculum 

linked activities, research ideas and loads more. 

Created in partnership with Reconciliation Australia these flexible resources serve as 

inspiration for classrooms to meaningfully contribute to this national conversation. 

Review screeners and images of First Contact are available online at the SBS 
Media Centre: www.sbs.com.au/mediacentre. 
 

For a sneak peek visit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E3x_tcqYRr8  
 

For more information and to arrange interviews, please contact SBS: 
 
Nick Craven | t: 02 9430 3319 | m: 0402 605 464| e: Nick.craven@sbs.com.au 
 
Selina Govan (NITV/Awaken) | t: 02 9430 2631 | m: 0406 438 675 | e: 
Selina.govan@sbs.com.au 

 
 

 

 


